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 Highcharts®Core
Our core library. Includes all standard chart types and more.
 
	      


 Highcharts®Stock
Create stock or general timeline charts.
 
	          


 Highcharts®Maps
Build interactive maps linked to geography
 
	          


 Highcharts®Gantt
 Display tasks, events, and resources along a timeline.
 


	Dashboards
                


 Highcharts®DashboardsNew
Create elegant dashboards with our dashboard
tools.
 

	Add ons
   Highcharts®GPT
Create data visualizations with natural language prompts.
 
	           


 Highcharts®Editor
Create interactive charts with our user-friendly
wizard.
 



	Support &
maintenance
       


 Highcharts®Advantage
Our best-in-class support program.
 
	  Highcharts®Integrations
Incorporate Highcharts into your framework projects with our official integrations.
 
	    


 Android 
	      


 Angular 
	        


 iOS 
	         


 JavaScript 
	                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            


 .NET 
	                                     


 Node JS 
	               


 Python 
	    


 React 
	     


 TypeScript 
	            


 Vue 
	 See more
integrations



What's new
Highcharts Advantage+
 Learn about our new premium support programDashboards 2.0
 See what's new in this release

	 Demos
	 Resources   	 Documentation
Easy to follow, extensive and well organized.
 
	 API Reference
Filled with helpful examples, our API reference will have you customizing your charts in no time.
 
	 Highcharts GPT
Create reliable and secure data visualizations in seconds with natural language inputs using human-like conversations.
 
	 Accessibility
Visit our Accessibility Portal for resources and tutorials on creating accessible data visualizations.
 
	 Chart Chooser
Find your chart based on your data type and objective.
 
	 Case Studies
Check out how our customers are using Highcharts.
 
	 Changelog
Keep up to date with our ongoing improvements and releases.
 
	 Roadmap
Learn what we have planned for future Highcharts enhancements and features.
 
	 HIGHSOFT LAB
Test drive our new ideas and products in our innovation playground.
 


	 Support
	 Blog
	 About   	 Our Story
Learn how Highcharts started as Torstein's humble quest for a simple charting tool.
 
	 Discover the team
Get to know the talented individuals that bring Highcharts to life.
 
	 Join the team
Come join us building the future of Highcharts.
 
	 Press
Download our logos or read about us in press.
 
	 Contact Us
We'd love to help you. Learn how you can reach us.
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Pricing
Simply Visualize



We make it easy for developers to create charts and dashboards for web and mobile platforms. For Javascript, Angular, React, VueJS, iOS, R, .NET, Python, and more.
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 News & releases  Read the latest news    

 
  
 Dashboards v2.0  Easily customize dashboards    

 
  
 Advantage+  Personalized support    

 
  
 Highsoft Lab  Our experimental playground    

 



80 out of the world’s 100 largest companies
trust us with their charting
Over a decade of first-hand experience in
building charting solutions for large to small organizations helps us identify and
solve real problems so you can get more things done.




     
         



Probably the best and the
only
charting
library
you
need.
     
"The ease of use and the
customization make it
the
most developer-friendly library. The documentation is so well
organized and the examples are more than enough to get you
started.
They also have a good sandbox to play around. Most of the UI
frameworks/libraries have a wrapper for Highcharts so can be
used
anywhere with anything."
Saurabh M.
Senior Software Engineer at Coditation
Systems
 Read the full review on G2


         



Everything is possible with
Highcharts
     
"Highcharts API is really
flexible
based on well designed fully customisable settings which can
tweak
your charts nitty-gritty details. It also supports responsive
design, which means you can define screens size specific
configurations and Highcharts will take care of how it will look
on
different devices. It can be integrated with Angular thanks to
its
official highcharts-angular wrapper....""
Attila C.
Angular Developer at Shields Energy
Services
 Read the full review on G2


         



Great charting package!
 I use it for all my charting!
     
"Wide range of chart
types are
supported, including stock charts, which are especially needed
working in a finance company. The paid support is great! I
usually
have answers to any of my questions the next morning!"
Keith D.
Senior Java / J2EE Software Engineer
 Read the full review on G2
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The Only Charting Library You Need
The Highcharts library comes with all the tools you
need to create reliable and secure data visualizations. Built on JavaScript and TypeScript,
all our charting libraries work with any back-end database or server stack. We offer
wrappers for the most popular programming
languages (.Net, PHP, Python, R, Java) as well as iOS and Android, and frameworks
like Angular, Vue, and React.

Start with

              


Highcharts Core
Includes all your essential chart types: line,
bar, area, column, advanced, and more.




Add additional libraries


        



Highcharts Maps
Display various information linked to geography.



    



 Highcharts Stock
Implement interactive stock or general timeline charts to
any platform.



        



 Highcharts Gantt
Simply visualize interactive Gantt charts of any kind.




Use everything with

 Highcharts Dashboards
Set up responsive, accessible dashboards in minutes




Stay up to date with


     



 Highcharts
Advantage
Take advantage of premium support and entitlement to all
new Highcharts releases.







Popular Tutorials

Small multiples map with Highcharts and React

   

3 minutes read | Post-tags: Highcharts Maps,  React,  ReactJS,  Small Multiple



Angular Signals with Highcharts

   

2 minutes read | Post-tags: Angular,  Signals



 Don't miss a byte
Never miss important news, tips, and tricks that will help you get the most out of your Highcharts products. We won’t spam you, sell your contact info or do anything else that would betray your trust.
By signing up you confirm to have read and accept the Privacy Policy.

Please enable JavaScript in your browser to complete this form.
Please enable JavaScript in your browser to complete this form.
Email *
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#Highcharts On
 
	#8: Highcharts: Makes it easy for developers to create charts and dashboards for web and mobile platforms. https://highcharts.com/chat/gpt/
AndrewBolis31.December.2023

	speaking of #datavis, when it comes to data > info > knowledge transformation - knowing your datatype & objective is critical in the design & implementation of knowledge discovery platforms. @Highcharts has done us all a solid with this Chart Chooser @ https://highcharts.com/chartchooser/
Jonathan Cachat, PhD18.Oct.2022



         



              



       



Join Our Vibrant Community
Join our passionate community on Github, Stack overflow and other forums. Here you'll get
additional assistance, platform-specific implementation advice, and plenty of
inspiration for your next project. And last but not least, help us make Highcharts
even
better by sharing your ideas and feedback.

 Join The
Community


                 




How it All Started
It all started with a snowy mountain, measuring cane, a passion for
geology, and the urge to help the locals. Now, Highcharts is solving charting problems
for developers all around the world.
Our Story
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